Motile cilia and flagella exhibit many waveforms as outputs of dynein activation sequences on the highly conserved axoneme. Motility change of sperm in the reproductive tract is difficult to study and remains an important area of investigation. Sperm typically execute a sinusoidal waveform. Increased viscosity in the medium induces somewhat unusual arc-line and helical waveforms in some sperm. However, whether the latter two waveforms occur in vivo is not known. Using green fluorescence protein imaging, we show that Drosophila sperm in the uterus move in circular foci via arc-line waves, predominantly in a tailleading orientation. From the uterus, a small fraction of the sperm enters the seminal receptacle (SR) in parallel formations. After sperm storage and coincident with fertilization of the egg, the sperm exit the SR via head-leading helical waves. Consistent with the observed bidirectional movements, the sperm show the ability to propagate both base-to-tip and tip-to-base flagellar waves. Numerous studies have shown that sperm motility is regulated by intraflagellar calcium concentrations; in particular, the Pkd2 calcium channel has been shown to affect sperm storage. Our analyses here suggest that Pkd2 is required for the sperm to adopt the correct waveform and movement orientation during SR entry. A working model for the sperm's SR entry movement is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
In species that fertilize internally, sperm travel relatively great distances in the female reproductive tract before reaching the egg. The vast number of sperm in the ejaculate, ranging from thousands to tens of millions, is not sufficient to guarantee successful fertilization [1, 2] . A common theme that has emerged from studies on various organisms is that only a small fraction of inseminated sperm passes through various junctions to enter the uterus or oviduct [3] [4] [5] [6] . After that, sperm are generally held in a storage reservoir for hours, days, or even years, depending on the species [7] . In many mammalian species, including Homo sapiens, sperm storage involves the binding of sperm to oviductal epithelia at the isthmus [8] [9] [10] . This binding is mediated by the interaction of seminal fluid proteins [11] [12] [13] on the sperm head with the oviductal receptors [14] . As ovulation approaches, stored sperm are gradually released [15, 16] , and concomitantly, their motility is hyperactivated, as exhibited by increased flagellar bend asymmetry and amplitude [17, 18] . The freed sperm move toward the egg in a process likely guided by chemotaxis [19, 20] . An artificial overrelease of sperm at the fertilization site has been shown to increase the incidence of polyspermy [21] . Overall, sperm storage preserves sperm fertility both before and after ovulation and modulates sperm availability, which may have a role in preventing polyspermy.
In Drosophila, reproduction involves pronounced sperm storage in specialized organs, the seminal receptacle (SR) and a pair of spermathecae that branch off the main female reproductive tract via separate tubules. The primary storage organ, the SR is an elongated tubule with an extremely narrow lumen through which the sperm enter for storage. Movement of sperm from the relatively unrestricted space of the uterus into the narrow SR tubule likely involves chemotaxis-mediated changes in motility. However, sperm motility is largely uncharacterized in Drosophila because of technical difficulty in working with the 1.9-mm-long sperm. The mechanisms by which flagella move have been well characterized. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, flagellar motility has been studied only in cilia and flagella of shorter lengths, ranging from 10 to 200 lm [22] [23] [24] . Nearly all flagella, including the fly sperm flagellum, contain a canonical (9þ2) microtubule axoneme that extends from the basal body to the distal tip. Flagellar motility is generated by axonemal dynein-driven microtubule sliding that initiates locally but spreads coordinately on the threedimensional axoneme [23, 25] . The temporal and spatial pattern of dynein activation and inactivation leads to flagellar motility with a characteristic waveform and beat frequency [26] [27] [28] .
The sperm studied so far typically exhibit sinusoidal waveforms (i.e., bending waves of opposite curvature that alternate in time). The oppositely oriented curvature can be of relatively equal size (symmetrical waves) or unequal size (asymmetrical waves). In the 1960s, Charles Brokaw [29] accidentally discovered two rare waveforms-namely, helical and arc-line waveforms-when some invertebrate sperm were exposed to increased viscosity in the incubation medium. This finding was later extended to sea urchin and quail sperm by Woolley [26, 27] , who reported that the sea urchin sperm could execute sinusoidal, arc-line, or helical waveforms interchangeably. This is an interesting finding, because it suggests the potential for new mechanisms by which the (9þ2) axoneme is regulated. Based on the current model, the sinusoidal wave is generated by alternating activation and inactivation of two groups of dynein motors, each occupying opposite halves of the axonemal cylinder [30] [31] [32] , thereby resulting in flagellar bending first to one side and then to the opposite side, in an undulating manner. However, this model does not readily explain the helical waveform, in which the flagellum continuously bends in helical turns. Despite their discovery more than 40 years ago and Brokaw's recent computer modeling of the parameters for the (9þ2) axoneme to generate helical bending waves [33] , to our knowledge the arc-line and helical waves have not been observed in a normal physiological context of reproduction before the present study. Understanding how the sinusoidal, arc-line, and helical waveforms are interchangeably regulated will provide novel mechanistic insights regarding the regulation of axonemal dyneins, and this would be facilitated in the genetic model system we report here.
Besides waveforms, sperm motility is also regulated by the direction of wave propagation along the longitudinal axis of the axoneme. Most protozoa and spermatozoa start a flagellar wave at the base and propagate it toward the tip. Interestingly, sperm from the Tephritid fly and marine invertebrates Myzostomum and Turritella can propagate waves in either direction, base-totip or tip-to-base, which results in a head-leading or tail-leading movement, respectively [34] [35] [36] . If the (9þ2) axoneme has an inherent capacity to propagate waves in either longitudinal direction, what determines the direction of a flagellar wave? At this time, the regulation of flagellar wave direction is an unexplored field. In the present study, we used transgenes expressing green fluorescent proteins (GFP) to visualize Drosophila sperm head and tail, which otherwise could not be distinguished by morphology. With this technical improvement, we are able to show that the Drosophila sperm is a bidirectional swimmer capable of propagating flagellar waves in both axial directions. We also show that they can execute arc-line and helical waveforms. Imaging analyses show that both the waveform and wave propagation direction are under complex regulation during transitory movements between different compartments within the reproductive tract. Furthermore, analyses of loss-of-function Pkd2 mutant sperm suggest that the Pkd2 calcium channel is required for the sperm to adopt the correct flagellar waveform and wave propagation direction during entrance into the female SR tubule. Overall, the data presented here provide relevant groundwork for future analyses of genes that regulate the arc-line versus the helical waveform, genes that regulate flagellar wave propagation direction, genes that regulate the sperm storage process, and signaling components downstream of PKD2-mediated calcium influx, which is relevant to polycystic kidney disease, left-right body axis determination, and mechano-sensation in a number of physiological processes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drosophila Genotypes
Drosophila melanogaster strains were used. Protamine-GFP [37] (a second chromosome transgene; obtained from R. Renkawitz-Pohl, Philipps-Universität Marburg, Marburg, Germany) and Dj-GFP [38] (a third chromosome transgene; obtained from B.T. Wakimoto, University of Washington, Seattle, WA) were used to visualize sperm head and tail, respectively. Wild-type sperm were obtained from males carrying one copy each of the head and tail GFP reporters. The Pkd2 mutant alleles, Pkd2 KO67 [39] and Pkd2 1 [40] , are two complete loss-of-function alleles. To introduce the GFP reporters into the Pkd2 mutant background, a second chromosome carrying both Protamine-GFP and Pkd2 KO67 was made by chromosomal recombination. A starter stock with the genotype of w 1118 ; Protamine-GFP Pkd2 KO67 /CyO; Dj-GFP was produced. Here, CyO is the second chromosome balancer, and it carries the dominant curly wing marker (http://flybase.org/). By crossing this starter stock with the Pkd2 KO67 /CyO or Pkd2 1 /CyO stock, Pkd2-mutant sperm from two allelic combinations, Protamine-GFP Pkd2 KO67 /þ Pkd2 KO67 ; Dj-GFP/þ and Protamine-GFP Pkd2 KO67 /þ Pkd2 1 ; Dj-GFP/þ, were generated and analyzed.
Sperm Imaging
Sperm images were captured using a Nikon multizoom AZ100 microscope with a magnification range of 10-3203. The microscope was fitted with a Nikon Intensilight 130W High-Pressure Mercury Lamp; a GFP HC HiSN Zero Shift Filter set with excitation wavelength (450-490 nm), dichroic mirror (495 nm), and emission filter (500-550 nm); and a Photometrics Coolsnap EZ 12-Bit Cooled CCD Monochrome camera. Digital images and video were captured by Nikon NIS-Elements imaging software. To visualize sperm in the female reproductive tract, mating was used to trigger the release of mature sperm from the male seminal vesicle into the ejaculatory duct and, later, into the uterus. The female partners were flies with the y 1 w 1 genotype that had normal female fertility. To set up mating, one y 1 w 1 female virgin was added to a vial that already contained one male to be analyzed. The female and male flies were aged 2 to 7 days. Mating usually commenced within minutes after adding the female. The starting time of copulation was noted, and the copulating pair of flies was processed at a specific time point depending on the type of sperm movement being studied. For video imaging, relevant tissues were dissected and imaged immediately. For still images, the copulating flies were first fastfrozen in liquid N 2 or dry ice before tissue dissection and imaging. All tissue dissections were carried out in 50% Drosophila Ringer Solution at final concentrations of 91 mM KCl, 23 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM CaCl 2 , and 5 mM TrisHCl (pH 7.2). Tissues were not fixed, and imaging was done immediately after tissue dissection.
To observe sperm movement inside the uterus, an inseminated uterus was dissected from a mated female within 10-30 min after mating. Sperm are extremely sensitive to mechanical stimulation. Hence, it is important to avoid poking or stretching the uterine wall, because that stops sperm movement inside the uterus. To release sperm from the uterus into the buffer, a thin needle was used to quickly puncture the uterine wall. The sperm released in this manner were free only at one end (either proximal or distal end), whereas the other end was anchored to the uterine wall. However, wave propagation was easily observable at the free ends of these sperm. Individual sperm without contact with the uterine wall or other sperm, as shown in Figure 1C , could only be obtained fortuitously.
To capture stalled sperm tails within the lumen of the proximal SR (PSR) (see Supplemental Movie 6; all Supplemental Data are available online at www.biolreprod.org), mating was terminated 7 min after onset, before the mating pair was separated. At this time, the sperm had just entered the uterus, but no sperm had moved all the way into the final sperm storage site, the distal SR (DSR). When the female reproductive tract was removed and placed in the dissection buffer at such an early time after mating, the progressive movement of sperm tails was found to stall within the PSR, and no sperm moved into the DSR. It is not known why the movement stalled, but perhaps the SR entry signal was insufficiently produced when the uterus was taken out of the female too soon after mating. In contrast, when the uterus was dissected at 15-45 min after mating, sperm were able to move from the uterus through the PSR into the DSR (see Supplemental Movies 7 and 8). These findings suggest that at early time points of sperm storage, the PSR entry signal might not be fully established, which could make the sperm more sensitive to the mechanical perturbation of dissection. Beyond 1 h after mating, the entry signal might be diminishing, and there could be a competing signal that stops sperm storage because the PSR lumen remains vacant at the end of sperm storage. For these reasons, we focused on the time period from 15 to 45 min after mating, which was a highly reproducible period for observing sperm passage through the PSR, as shown in Supplemental Movie 8.
Other experimental procedural concerns are as follows: 1) The PSR can be slightly uncoiled manually without affecting sperm entry into the DSR. However, sperm movement into a completely straightened PSR was not observed. It is possible that the curvature of the coiled PSR tubule exerts some sort of mechanical loading that drives the movement of passing sperm. 2) It is important to locate the division point between the PSR and DSR, because sperm movement is different in these two compartments. As shown in Supplemental Movie 7, the PSR tubule forms a convoluted, circular fold that usually has a spatial overlap with the folded DSR tubule. This spatial overlap could give the illusion that some sperm move out of and then go back into the DSR, especially if you start a video recording when some sperm are moving through the circular PSR loop that lies partially underneath the DSR. 3) Because sperm are naturally sensitive to mechanical stimulation, one should avoid stretching and poking the tissues while unfolding the PSR for imaging, because mechanical perturbation can cause the sperm to stop, retract, or exhibit other unpredictable behavior. For this reason, still images were obtained from fast-frozen flies to confirm the observations from live imaging. 4) It is better to leave the ovary attached to the oviduct, because this prevents possible flooding of the internal environment by the dissecting buffer.
To observe sperm in the uterus enter the PSR, as shown in Supplemental Movie 9, the uterus was dissected 15 min after mating onset and mounted on the slide with the dorsal surface of the uterus facing down. The video was captured using an inverted microscope with a 403 objective, focusing right underneath the dorsal surface of the uterus, which is on the side opposite that of the PSR opening on the ventral oviduct wall. To obtain still images of sperm passing through the PSR, the copulating flies were fast-frozen on dry ice before tissue processing. The PSR was uncoiled and straightened manually by forceps before imaging. We quantified the orientation of sperm entry (head first vs. tail first) from well-isolated individual sperm that entered the PSR at 15 min after mating onset. To be counted as a leading structure, the head or tail had to move at least 0.1 mm into the PSR. To be counted as a tangled sperm, the sperm had to be folded at least once. To observe sperm exit the DSR, the mated females were allowed to lay eggs for 24 h after mating. Many eggs laid by the mated females during the first 24 h were fertilized; thus, the 24-h time point was appropriate for observing the exit movement of sperm.
To observe sperm movement inside the DSR, the uterus from a mated female was mounted on a slide. Without further manipulation, the DSR is already exposed and ready for imaging, whereas the PSR is hidden under the DSR. For wild-type flies, the large number of sperm stored prohibited a clear observation of sperm movement. To overcome this, we successively mated one male with multiple females to reduce the number of sperm in the DSR. To release stored sperm from the DSR, the mated females were allowed to live for 11 days in the absence of additional males. The uterus was then dissected and the PSR partially uncoiled to allow a cut in the middle of the tubule. Stored sperm exited the cut opening into the buffer by themselves.
RESULTS
Sperm in the Uterus Move in Circular Foci via an Arc-line Waveform
To observe flagellar orientation in the reproductive tract, sperm head and tail were marked with Protamine-GFP [37] and Dj-GFP [38] , respectively, and movement was observed by fluorescence microscopy. In the uterus, Drosophila sperm move in circular foci ( Fig. 1A and Supplemental Movie 1) by propagating circular flagellar bends ( Fig. 1B and Supplemental Movie 2) that resemble the meander or arc-line waveform exhibited by sea urchin and quail sperm [26, 27] . The features of the arc-line waveform of Drosophila sperm is shown with a sperm from the uterus (Fig. 1 , C-G, and Supplemental Movie 3). A single fly flagellum can form up to 10 arc-line bends that stack in a figure-8 configuration (Fig. 1C) . Each arc-line bend is formed by propagating an open arc that then closes. All new arc-line bends (highlighted outlines in Fig. 1 , D-G) originate from the tail end, repeatedly, at approximately 0.13 mm from the tip. The thrust direction of each new arc-line bend alternates in bipolar directions, thus producing a folded flagellum in a figure-8 shape. Nineteen-and-a-half bends were produced in 41.9 sec, giving rise to an average speed of one bend per 2.15 sec. For sinusoidal waves, the undulating bends typically spread apart into a linear array. In contrast, the bends of the observed arc-line waves are compressed such that the bends lie on top of one another. Nevertheless, the new bend and all intervening bends propagate from the tail end toward the head end, producing a true velocity (64.5 lm/sec) as defined by the speed of the head being dragged along the figure-8 path. The bend-stacking pattern of the quail sperm is slightly different [27] .
Sperm Are Capable of Base-to-Tip or Tip-to-Base Waves
Because it is difficult to analyze sperm movement in the crowded sperm mass in the uterus, sperm were released from the uterus by needle puncture. In most cases, released sperm were free at only one end, with the remaining flagellum anchored by the uterine wall. Interestingly, such released sperm propagated tip-to-base waves when distal sperm flagellum was anchored ( Fig. 1H and Supplemental Movie 4) or base-to-tip waves when proximal flagellum was anchored ( Fig. 1I and Supplemental Movie 5). The tip-to-base or base-to-tip waves observed under these conditions were stable and did not reverse. Correlation of the wave direction with the flagellar anchorage location was strict, and no difference was found between the wild-type and the Pkd2-mutant sperm (Pkd2 ko67/ko67 , n . 30 each).
The anchorage-dependent wave propagation direction may be induced as an obstacle avoidance response. For example, trypanosomes propagate tip-to-base waves for general movement but transiently reverse to base-to-tip waves for backing up in response to obstacles [41, 42] . Alternatively, the anchoragedependent wave direction could be a flagellar response to a newly introduced restraining site following anchorage of the distal or proximal flagellum. The current flagellar propulsion theories [23] , including the Geometric Clutch model [43] , predict that flagellar bend propagation requires a fixed site that restricts the sliding of doublet microtubules. The site that naturally restrains microtubule sliding is usually at the base of the head. Manipulations such as mechanical bending, laserinduced flagellar fusion, or protein cross-linking have been used to introduce new restraining sites in the middle of several flagellar types [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Waves were found to propagate from the manipulated sites, and the original wave polarity of the parent flagellum was maintained [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . For sea urchin or bull sperm that normally execute only base-to-tip waves, no manipulation has been found to induce tip-to-base waves [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . For trypanosomes, which are capable of bidirectional waves, waves were found to propagate in both directions after laser fusion created a new restraining site [49] . To our knowledge, possible effects of restraining sites on long flagella have not been determined. The fly sperm flagellum does contain a conserved (9þ2) axonemal structure, although it also has nine accessory singlet microtubules surrounding the (9þ2) core. Our observation of anchorage-dependent tip-to-base or base-to-tip waves suggests that the Drosophila sperm flagellum can propagate waves in both axial directions, and this is further demonstrated below.
Sperm Enter the SR Tubule Predominantly with Tail-leading, Parallel Formations
From the uterus, sperm enter the SR tubule that branches off the oviduct wall near its junction to the uterus (see Fig. 3D ). The SR tubule is a 2.2-mm-long, dead-end tubule that is just slightly longer than the sperm. However, the SR lumen is extremely narrow. The PSR (;19 lm wide) (manually straightened part in Fig. 2 , A-D) serves as the passageway to the slightly enlarged DSR (;24 lm wide) (folded part in Fig.  2 , B-E). The DSR serves as the reservoir for storing sperm in folded form (Fig. 2E) . To capture still images of sperm passing through the PSR, virgin females without sperm stored from a previous mating were mated with males, and the copulating flies were fast-frozen before obtaining PSR for imaging. The still images thus obtained showed parallel formations of sperm flagella consisting of multiple intertwined tails that enter the PSR as a bundle (Figs. 2, A-C, and 4B). The parallel formation is in clear contrast to the folded flagella in the uterus (Fig. 1B) , suggesting that PSR entry involves a waveform transformation from the circular to the extended linear form. To determine initial sperm orientation, still images were obtained from copulating flies fast-frozen 15 min after mating onset. This early time of sperm storage provided a quantification of initial sperm entry orientations into the PSR. Results showed that the tail-leading orientation occurred at a frequency of 80% (20/25 sperm) (Fig. 2, A and B) , whereas the head-leading orientation (2/25 sperm) and flagella with one hairpin-shaped fold (3/25 sperm) (similar to that shown in Fig. 6D ) were found in only a minority sperm. The latter two types of atypical sperm orientations were found in the mix of parallel flagellar bundles that entered the PSR ( Fig. 2A; see also Fig. 4B ).
Dynamic Aspect of the Sperm SR Entry Movement
To understand the dynamic process of sperm entry, uteri were dissected from the females before the mating pairs were separated (;7 min after copulation onset). This time point is soon after sperm enter the uterus, but the sperm have not yet moved into the DSR. When the uterus was dissected from the female at this time, one sperm bundle consisting of multiple tails was found to have stalled within the PSR lumen (Fig. 3A and Supplemental Movie 6). These tails made waving movements but did not progress into the tubule. All sperm in the stalled bundle were in a tail-leading orientation, and a headleading orientation or flagellar loop was not found (n . 8). Possible reasons for the stalled movement include chemical or mechanical disturbances or insufficient production of PSRentry signal at the early time of dissection. In contrast, when the uterus was dissected from the female at later times (15-45 min after mating), we observed that sperm were moving from the uterus through the PSR and into the DSR without a change of movement direction (Supplemental Movies 7 and 8). While incoming sperm still passed through the PSR to enter the DSR, those sperm that had already entered the DSR showed restricted movement within the DSR (Supplemental Movie 8).
If a group of sperm moves into the PSR with tails leading, lagging heads are expected to form clusters. Indeed, we observed the formation of head clusters (defined as two or more heads with a separation of less than one head-length) in the uterus (Fig. 3F ) and in the PSR (Fig. 4, C and D) . Supplemental Movie 9 captured a head cluster as it was rapidly (;0.4 sec) formed from one of the circular sperm foci in the uterus (Fig. 3F and Supplemental Movie 9). The head cluster moved upward toward the PSR opening (Fig. 3D) on a visible line of GFP fluorescence (referred to as GFP trail) because of GFP associated with the flagella (Fig. 3E) . In this experiment, an individual sperm head appeared as a short green stick, whereas an individual flagellum was too weak to see. Two sperm heads were moving ahead of the head cluster, and 10 sperm heads were following behind it on the GFP trail. Because these sperm heads (except the atypical head discussed below) moved upward on the GFP trail in a straight trajectory (without turning), the GFP trail is likely formed by sperm moving in parallel to one another in formations similar to the captured tail bundles in the PSR (Figs. 2A, 3A , and 4B). In addition, the spacing between two adjacent sperm heads on the GFP trail is approximately 70-320 lm, which is much shorter than the full-length sperm of 2 mm, suggesting that sperm moving on the trail are likely overlapping along their lengths. We also determined sperm head spacing at a late (;45 min after mating) and perhaps slower phase of sperm storage by examining sperm passing through the PSR on video recordings. Overlapping sperm arrays consisting of at least five to eight sperm with head spacing ranging from 0 to 1.5 mm were observed to enter the DSR without making turns (Supplemental Movies 7 and 8 and Supplemental Table S1 ). Thus, it appears that the Drosophila sperm generally move through the PSR in overlapping, parallel arrangements. Such movement of sperm in groups could be viewed as a form of sperm cooperation. Various different forms of sperm cooperation have been shown in European wood mice [50] and many other species, with reproductive advantages demonstrated in many cases [51] .
Another interesting observation from Supplemental Movie 9 was that as the head cluster was forming, it appeared to have incorporated an atypical sperm (red arrowhead in Fig. 3F ). The head of the atypical sperm, initially together with the head cluster, could be recognized by its separation from the head cluster and movement in the opposite direction of the head cluster (Fig. 3F ). The atypical sperm head then underwent a rapid U-turn (Fig. 3H ) before resuming upward movement toward the PSR opening (Fig. 3I) . Later, we describe a model to explain the motility behavior of the majority of sperm during PSR entry as well as the unusual behavior of a minority of atypical sperm (see Discussion).
Movement of Sperm Inside the DSR Storage Site
The DSR is only half the length of sperm. Sperm inside the DSR are folded as shown in Figures 2E (still image) and 5A (video snap view). The folded form is derived from hairpinshaped flagellar bends that the sperm propagates inside the DSR (Supplemental Movie 10). The speed of bend propagation can be inferred from the speed of the moving head, which is mostly dragged behind the flagellum while the flagellum slithers through its folded form. In a recent study [52] , the sperm head was labeled with GFP, but the flagellum was not. In that case, the sperm head appeared to make rapid, 1808 flipflop turns in the DSR. As shown in Supplemental Movie 10, the turning movement of the sperm head is generated when the head is dragged through a U-shaped region of the folded flagellum. The direction of the head movement generally stays the same with respect to its flagellum. Occasionally, the head pauses and then briefly reverses to a head-leading movement before being dragged backward again by its flagellum; this movement sequence appears as a to-and-fro, bidirectional movement in the DSR.
Sperm Released from the Storage Site Propagate in Head-leading Helical Waves
During the weeks of extended storage, a small number of sperm gradually exit the DSR to fertilize the eggs [53] . We determined the orientation of returning sperm by fast-freezing the mated females 24 h after initial mating. Sperm inside the PSR at this time are those that have returned from the DSR, because mated flies start to lay fertilized eggs 5-6 h after mating and unstored sperm have been mostly ejected from the uterus by the fifth hour after mating [54] . To travel out of the PSR, sperm assume an extended linear form, but this time with a head-leading orientation (100%, 30/30 cases) (Fig. 4D) .
To show that sperm undergo an orientation switch from tailleading to head-leading movement after residing in the DSR, sperm were released from the DSR into dissection buffer on a microscope slide. After 11 days of DSR residence, the released sperm, which were free of anchorage at both ends, moved with the head leading ( Fig. 5B and Supplemental Movie 11). Essentially all sperm released in this manner executed headleading, clockwise rotations on left-handed helical paths (n . 50). The buffer and surface conditions on the glass slide likely are substantially different from conditions in the PSR lumen. Under that experimental condition, which did not provide any spatial restriction, the diameter of the helix varied from 0.06 to 0.15 mm. Similar to the helical waveform of sea urchin sperm (Fig. 3F and Supplemental Movie 9). An explanation for these atypical sperm is given in Figure 8 . B) Two sperm exhibit tail-leading PSR entry movement: One just entered the PSR, and the other nearly entered the DSR. The flagella of these sperm were in extended linear shape (a small fold was caused by unfolding the naturally folded PSR). C) Sperm moved across the PSR lumen without flagellar folds. D and F) Images of sperm exit movement were obtained 24 h after mating, and sperm exhibited head-leading movement (arrowheads indicate sperm heads). E) A sperm inside in the DSR is folded (arrow indicates, tail tip). Bar ¼ 0.1 mm.
DROSOPHILA SPERM ENTRY INTO THE STORAGE TUBULE in a high-viscosity environment [26] , the helical movement of the fly sperm is associated with low-amplitude, vibrating waves that make the flagellum appear to be thicker than it actually is (Fig. 5B ). Brokaw's recent computer modeling indicated that internal rotation or writhe of the axoneme can generate helical waveforms via local curvature control of dynein motor activity [33] . This provides a mechanism for generating helical waves without involving the typical sinusoidal waves [33] . In addition, two or three helical modules separated by link regions were seen to form for a single flagellum. While these modules are turning semi-independently of each other because of differential torsion at the link regions, overall movement as a whole is smooth and coordinated (Supplemental Movie 11). The flagellum of the African trypanosome was recently shown to form two helical modules separated by kinks [55] .
Pkd2 Is Required for Sperm Entry Movement into the PSR
A loss-of-function Pkd2 mutation impairs male fertility; however, gross sperm motility, such as beat frequency, was unaffected in mutant sperm that were removed from the male seminal vesicle and analyzed in vitro [40] . Transfer of the mutant sperm from the male to the female uterus was also unaffected [39, 40] . As mentioned earlier, partially anchored Pkd2-mutant sperm could propagate base-to-tip or tip-to-base waves (Pkd2 KO67/KO67 , n . 30 each), with no obvious The sperm (labeled with head GFP only) pass through the convoluted PSR tubule (line trace in B) and enter the folded DSR on the right, which already contained a lot of sperm, as indicated by the bright fluorescence (Supplemental Movies 7 and 8). Arrows in C point to a cluster of three sperm heads that moved in one overlapping array consisting of eight sperm, which was then followed by a second array consisting of five sperm. The array is defined by having head-to-head spacing shorter than one sperm length of 2 mm (Supplemental Table S1 ). All of these sperm went through the PSR without to-and-fro motion and without turning or changing of the direction of movement. The time was 45 min after mating. D) Image of the uterus shows the relative locations of the oviduct (OD), ventral SR, and dorsal spermathecae (S). Arrows point to the openings of SR and spermathecae (OPSR and OS, respectively). G) Image at the uterus-oviduct junction provides spatial orientation for Supplemental Movie 9 (E, F, H, and I). Notice that the spermathecae are folded back onto the dorsal surface of the uterus. The dashed circle represents the location of the sperm focus, from which sperm initiate PSR entry movement in Supplemental Movie 9. The dashed arrow points to the direction of moving parallel sperm array. E, F, H, and I) Sequential snap views from Supplemental Movie 9 (time index, 1.375, 1.750, 3.375, and 4.375 sec). When multiple sperm flagella align into a parallel bundle, this appears as a GFP trail that leads upward toward the OPSR. E) Two sperm heads are on the GFP trail, and a head cluster is just about to be pulled out of the circular sperm focus in the uterus. F) The head cluster is pulled out and moving upward on the GFP trail. The head cluster contained one atypical sperm (red arrowhead), which is identifiable from its opposite moving direction and separation from the head cluster. The white arrow points to the upward-moving direction of most sperm, whereas the red arrow points to the downward-moving direction of the atypical sperm. differences compared to wild-type sperm. However, parallel mutant sperm bundles similar to wild-type sperm shown in Figure 4 were not found in the PSR lumen (n ; 300) by video or still-image analyses under the same experimental conditions used for the wild-type sperm. This finding is consistent with the extreme phenotype of Pkd2. Wild-type males consistently result in storage of 275-404 sperm in the female DSR (n ¼ 18), whereas the Pkd2 KO67/KO67 -mutant males lead to an average of 2.8 sperm in the female DSR, which corresponds to 1% of the normal sperm storage level (n ; 400).
To determine the motility defects of the mutant sperm, we examined initial sperm entry into the PSR from still images of individual sperm obtained 15 min after mating onset as was done for the wild-type sperm. Two independently isolated, strong loss-of-function alleles, Pkd2 KO67 [39] and Pkd2 1 [40] , were analyzed. A consensus observation was that the mutant sperm showed increased head-leading orientation and excessive flagellar folding. Because of increased head-leading orientation, multiple head-leading mutant sperm were found to enter the PSR at the same time (Fig. 6A) , whereas for the wild-type sperm, only single (not multiple) head-leading sperm were observed, and at a low frequency. For quantitative comparison, 80% of wild-type sperm at PSR entry were tail leading, 8% were head leading, and 12% had folded flagella (n ¼ 25). In contrast, for Pkd2 KO67/1 sperm, 15% were tail leading, 30% were head leading, and 55% had folded flagella (n ¼ 84), and for the Pkd2 KO67/KO67 sperm, 14.9% were tail leading, 46.5% were head leading, and 38.6% had folded flagella (n ¼ 101). These initial deviations from the normal pattern of flagellar configuration at 15 min after mating onset reflect the underlying motility defect of the mutant sperm. Further movement with the abnormal motility resulted in more severe phenotypes at later time points (1-4 h after mating) in that essentially all mutant sperm in the PSR had folded flagella. Folded flagella were found in freshly dissected PSR at later time points when sperm storage had stopped, as indicated by the extrusion of inseminated sperm out of the uterus, suggesting that the folded flagella were trapped in the PSR and unable to move into the DSR (n ¼ 59). These folded mutant sperm exhibited different degrees of folding, from the weakest with the head slightly folded (Fig. 6B) to multiple folds in figure-8 shapes that resemble the folded sperm from the uterus (Fig. 6, E and F) to multiple buckles along the flagellar length (Fig. 6G ) and excessively folded flagellum in the form of a yarn ball (Fig. 6C) .
A folded mutant flagellum might be generated when the sperm has made multiple turns or moved with an abnormal waveform. To distinguish these possibilities, we examined the formation of a folded sperm in the PSR by video. The video (Supplemental Movie 12) showed that a Pkd2 KO67/KO67 mutant sperm (arrowhead points to the sperm head) propagated two hairpin-shaped flagellar bends into the PSR lumen (labeled 1 and 2 in Fig. 7) , whereas the head stayed in the general vicinity of the uterus-PSR junction, indicating that this folded flagellum was not formed because the sperm had made multiple turns. Later, the folded sperm was stuck in the PSR lumen and could not break free even though the flagellum continued to beat (Supplemental Movie 12). The protrusion of hairpin-shaped flagellar bends may indicate an inappropriate occurrence of the arc-line waveform in the PSR lumen. Some figure-8-shaped Pkd2-mutant sperm in the PSR resemble the figure-8-shaped sperm from the uterus (Fig. 6F) .
DISCUSSION
The present study reports diverse motility changes of Drosophila sperm in the female reproductive tract. We discuss the possible relevance of the observed sperm motility with respect to reproductive fitness of this organism. Many of the speculations below are rudimentary; however, they are generally consistent with the fundamental principle that reproductive success depends on efficient interaction between sperm and the female reproductive tract. Optimization of this interaction to achieve maximum fecundity has been the driving force for the coevolution of sperm and the female reproductive tract [56, 57] . For example, the length of the female SR correlates closely with sperm length in many insects and in a dozen Drosophila species [58] [59] [60] . In the laboratory, selection for increased SR length results in rapid and significant increases in sperm length in as few as 37-42 generations [61] . Second, the stored sperm in the female's DSR are rapidly displaced by incoming sperm from a second male [52] . This results in more progeny fathered by the second male than by the first male, which is referred to as sperm competition. In Drosophila, success of sperm of a particular length in sperm competition was found to depend on the length of the female's SR [61] . Long sperm have advantages over short sperm in sperm competition, but this is true only in the context of a long female SR (a short SR does not discriminate against short or long sperm) [59, 61] . Understanding Drosophila sperm motility may lead to a better understanding of sperm competition and the coevolution of sperm and the female reproductive tract [58, 62] .
Regulation of Waveforms
The Drosophila sperm is capable of at least two alternative waveforms, the arc-line and helical waveforms. The arc-line waveform has many features of the regular sinusoidal waveform, except that each consecutive bend stacks on top of the previous one instead of spreading out into a linear array.
Spatial compression of the bends plus alternating bipolar bendthrusts lead to folding of the flagellum into a figure-8 shape. Nevertheless, the arc-line bend propagates through the entire flagellum, as evidenced by the moving head, which has a true velocity on the figure-8 path. A single fly flagellum forms 10 arc-line bends that stack into a compact moving entity, which allows movement while reducing the risk of interflagellar crossing over and entanglement. This could be an important adaptation for long sperm, because the occurrence of the compact arc-line waveform in the uterus coincides with the capacity of the uterus to accommodate 3000-5000 sperm after a single insemination. In the DSR, the sperm move by propagating hairpin-shaped flagellar bends, which may be a variation of the arc-line waveform within the spatial restriction of the DSR lumen. Similar to sperm in the uterus, the head of sperm in the DSR is predominantly dragged by its flagellum while the flagellum slithers through hairpin-shaped bends. Bend propagation can be inferred from the speed of the moving head as it is being dragged along the folded flagellar path. Furthermore, the movement of Drosophila sperm is semistationary in the uterus and the DSR. The alternating bipolar bend-thrusts of the arc-line waves appear to be instrumental for generating the semistationary movement.
In contrast to the arc-line waveform, the helical waveform is well suited for rapidly advancing movement on a straight trajectory [26] . The imaging data suggest that the sperm flagella predominantly form overlapping parallel arrays during PSR entry, although a small number of bent flagellar loops was observed among the parallel flagellar bundles ( Figs. 2A and  4B ). Theoretically, both the helical and sinusoidal waves can generate overlapping arrays of incoming flagella, which would promote continuous sperm cooperation. Another consideration for sperm to effectively enter tubular structures would be whether sperm have sufficient penetrating force to overcome resistance within the lumen. Like an Archimedes Screw, the corkscrew-like motion of helical waves is expected to have great penetrating force, and it likely displaces fluid in the opposite direction of the sperm's progressive movement, thereby displacing fluid out of the dead-ended SR tubule as the sperm enter it. The arc-line waveform would not be as effective, because it simply stirs the fluid in all directions. However, fluid displacement usually does not occur in an environment with a high Reynolds number, and whether fluid displacement occurs during sperm entry into the PSR tubule requires further testing. Considering the need for rapidly advancing movement and continuous overlapping of sperm for cooperative movement, the sinusoidal or helical waveform would be a reasonable choice for sperm traveling into or out of narrow tubular structures.
Regulation of Bidirectional Movements
Drosophila sperm exhibit both tail-leading and head-leading movements. In sperm with shorter flagella, a common strategy for altering movement direction is by switching from symmetrical to asymmetrical bending waves. However, this strategy likely would not be effective for long sperm within the confines of the female SR, because the narrow lumen limits asymmetrical waves to mere micrometers on a millimeter-long sperm. By moving in both longitudinal directions, sperm have an alternative strategy for backing up or avoiding an obstacle via to-and-fro movement, as shown by sperm in the DSR (Supplemental Movie 10). Additional studies are needed to determine whether long sperm in insect species other than D. melanogaster also show bidirectional motility.
We showed that in flagellar waves associated with the arcline waveform, movement initiates at the tail end, and sperm predominantly drag their heads behind the flagella in the uterus and DSR. In contrast, sperm leaving the storage tubules show predominantly head-leading movement. This suggests that a directional switch of flagellar waves takes place after sperm reside in the DSR. Such a switch could be important, because the next and most important task for sperm is to fertilize the egg. A Drosophila sperm enters the egg through a small micropyle canal on the anterior-most region of the egg shell [63] . Many Drosophila species have long sperm; while the head enters the egg, the tail tip hangs outside of the egg shell in at least four species analyzed, including D. melanogaster, which we study [64] . As the egg descends from the ovary, the micropyle of the egg faces the ventral SR opening on the oviduct [65] . A head-leading SR-exit orientation readies the sperm to enter the micropyle more quickly than a tail-leading orientation could. For this reason, the head-leading SR-exit orientation could be a physiological adaptation of sperm for efficient fertilization of the egg.
A Working Model for Sperm Storage
To begin PSR entry, a small number of sperm leave a selective, circular sperm focus in the uterus by forming a tailleading, parallel bundle (Fig. 8, lane 1) . As the tail-leading bundle moves forward into the PSR, additional sperm join in at the lagging end (Fig. 8, lane 2) . In this manner, the entering sperm pass through the PSR as a continuous, overlapping, parallel array by drawing more and more sperm from the uterus. The assembly of new sperm into the moving sperm bundle is depicted by upward-moving sperm heads on the trail (Fig. 8, lane 3) . Formation of the parallel sperm bundle is supported by observation of the GFP trail in the uterus (Fig. 3H and Supplemental Movie 9), the stalled tail bundle in the PSR (Fig. 3A and Supplemental Movie 6), and still images of intertwined sperm bundles in the PSR lumen ( Figs. 2A and  4B ). In addition, spacing between two adjacent moving sperm heads in video recordings of PSR-passing sperm, at both the early (Supplemental Movie 9) and later sperm storage periods (Supplemental Movies 7 and 8), is typically less than 2 mm, the full length of sperm (Supplemental Table S1 ). These results show that the sperm predominantly pass through the PSR in overlapping, parallel arrays.
The parallel flagellar formation is preceded by folded sperm in the uterus, suggesting that PSR entry involves a waveform conversion, possibly triggered by a physiological PSR entry signal. To initiate waveform conversion, a folded flagellum, typically containing 10 arc-line bends, is gradually transformed into a linear form. The tail ends of the sperm would align into a parallel bundle first. As the tail ends straighten, the rest of the flagella would gradually straighten, and finally, the head ends would straighten. A few partially folded flagella could be incorporated into the moving sperm bundle before it is completely straightened. This would result in a few atypical sperm (Fig. 8, lane 4, red) with folded flagella and heads pointing in the wrong direction with respect to most sperm in the bundle (Fig. 8, lanes 4-6) . As the tail of the atypical sperm moves upward on the trail, the atypical head moves in the opposite direction (Fig. 8, lanes 5 and 6) . This atypical sperm would finally straighten out its U-shaped fold when the head undergoes a 1808 turn (Fig. 8, lane 8) . The behavior of the atypical sperm described here is visible in the upper portion of Supplemental Movie 9 when it is played at slow speed (see also Fig. 3) .
A general phenomenon related to sperm in chemotactic settings is that only a small fraction (usually ,10%) respond chemotactically to physiological secretions (for review, see [1, 19] ). Here, approximately 400 of roughly 5000 sperm in the uterus enter the PSR [52] . As the responding sperm form a parallel bundle, the adjacent nonresponding or partially responding sperm (e.g., the tail end responded, but the head end had not yet responded) might get carried into the sperm 2) The sperm in the parallel array move into the PSR lumen on the top beyond our view, leading to the appearance of a GFP trail in Supplemental Movie 9. 3) As the sperm bundle moves upward, additional sperm are added from the circular focus, and the heads of these sperm appear on the trail at different times and move upward. This represents the behavior of most sperm entering the PSR (black heads). 4) A cluster of sperm heads, including one misaligned atypical head (red), appears on the trail and moves upward. 5 and 6) The atypical head is recognized by its subsequent separation from the head cluster and movement in an opposite direction (red arrow) with respect to the majority of sperm on the trail. If the situation depicted in 5 occurs within the PSR lumen, it would give rise to one head plus one flagellar loop in the mix of a tail bundle, as shown in Figure 2A . 6) As the tail of the atypical sperm continues to move upward, the head makes a U-turn and subsequently moves upward, just like the majority of sperm on the trail.
bundle assembly with folded flagella. This could explain the preferential associations of atypical sperm with thick tail bundles ( Figs. 2A and 4) or with large head clusters (Supplemental Movie 9). Alternatively, we cannot rule out that some small fraction of sperm might normally pass through the PSR in a folded form or a head-leading orientation. Heterogeneous sperm motility is known to occur in species that produce dimorphic sperm [50, 51] . However, Drosophila sperm appear to have a homogenous morphology. At this time, it is difficult to envision the possible advantages of having a low percentage of folded or head-leading sperm moving together with overlapping, parallel sperm arrays.
The Role of Pkd2 in Sperm Storage
The complexity of motility changes observed in the female reproductive tract suggests that many regulatory mechanisms are involved. We have shown that the Pkd2 calcium channel [66] regulates sperm entry movement into the SR. The success of this predominantly tail-leading movement is expected to require waveform conversion, maintenance of the appropriate waveform for PSR entry, and persistent wave propagation from the tail end. The role of Pkd2 in this process was shown by the mutant phenotypes. Without wild-type Pkd2 activity, the mutant sperm entered the PSR with a wrong or random orientation and tended to form abnormal flagellar folds that impeded further movement into the storage site. The abnormal flagellar folds were likely generated by abnormal waveforms (i.e., abnormal flagellar propulsion) rather than by multiple turning movements of sperm with normal motility (Supplemental Movie 12). Thus, the mutant phenotypes revealed two defects-namely, waveform and wave propagation direction, both of which result from the temporal and spatial pattern of dynein motor activity on the axoneme. Waveform conversion and regulation of wave propagation could be two aspects of a single process that is regulated by Pkd2. The Pkd2-mediated process by which the sperm enter the SR shows some resemblance to the mating process of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, in which the flagella of two opposite mating cell types twist around each other into a parallel bundle via agglutinin molecules on the flagellar surface and the PKD2 ion channel on the flagellum is required for signal transduction and completion of mating [67] .
